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INTRODUCTION
The BPS WATCH program enables the Bureau of Public Safety to maintain a relatively current outlook of public safety issues in Ghana, by monitoring news making the
headlines on selected news portals associated with popular radio and TV stations
operating in Ghana, and under the operating guidelines of the National Media Commission (NMC) of Ghana.
BPS WATCH broadly categorizes public safety issues into nine categories namely
Crime, Violent Crime, Fire and Industrial/Workplace related incidents, Transportation related incidents, Civil Disturbances, Police Officer Casualties, Police Brutalities,
Natural Disasters and General Incidents. It also takes into consideration the casualties that occur under each case by recording injuries and deaths where they arise.
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BACKGROUND & OBJECTIVES
The Bureau of Public Safety (BPS) is a non-governmental organization working together with State Agencies, Businesses and Civil Society Organizations
towards improving the quality of public safety through research, advocacy,
education and development of programs for sustainable development of the
environment and public health to improve the quality of life of the citizenry
across Ghana and the West African sub region.
Since its incorporation in 2010, the BPS has organized several public and
occupational safety programs, State Agencies, and regulators around different
platforms towards advancing public safety and security. Notable among these
Hon. S.K. Acheampong,
are the Biennial National Conference on Safety, Security, Health and EnvironChairman, Parliamentary Committee
ment; the Safety Networking Luncheon, and the formation of the National
on Defence and Interior
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Safety Council the foremost professional body for Occupational Safety, Health
and Environmental practitioners in Ghana.
The GHANA PUBLIC SAFETY AND CRIME REPORT also known as the BPS WATCH
is yet another initiative by the Bureau towards providing information to policy
makers, law enforcement agencies, the public, and other relevant stakeholders
with the sole aim of creating a safer and a more secured society by:
1. Highlighting public safety and crime issues to create increased awareness
among the public and to educate them on safety and security precautions
where need be.
2. Bringing together relevant State actors in public safety and security to deDr. Kwesi Anning
liberate on the report and analyze its findings on regular basis with the aim
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of enabling a comprehensive cross-ministerial/inter-sectorial policy action Affairs and Research, KAIPTC
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to mitigate alarming/emerging public safety and crime threats.
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FIRST QUARTER OUTLOOK
The Quarterly Outlook Report is intended to
provide periodic status brief to the general
public and relevant stakeholders on the nine
broadly categorized public safety events being
Crime, Violent Crime, Fire and Industrial/
Workplace related incidents, Transportation
related incidents, Civil Disturbances, Police
Officer Casualties, Police Brutalities, Natural

Disasters and General Incidents.
GENERAL OUTLOOK
1. Total public safety events captured for the First Quarter of 2019 (Q12019) stood at 261 representing
a 6% increase over the First Quarter of 2018 (Q12018) which was 246 cases.
2. Overall casualties (deaths and injuries) arising out of all public safety events monitored reduced by
30%. Death alone reduced by 17% and injuries by 37% for Q12019 as compared to the same period
of the previous year.
3. The top three most frequently reported public safety events were Crime, Transportation related incidents and Violent Crime. Crime increased by over a 100%, followed by 10% for Transportation related
incidents and 7% for Violent Crime.
4. January 2019 stood out as the month with the highest reports of public safety events. Total public
safety events recorded increased from 102 for the 2018 period to 145 for

2019 period representing 42%. For the same period in 2018 death toll increased from 74 to 88 in 2019 representing a
19% increase.

5. Violent Crime dominated all cases in the month of January, 2019 as well as January 2018. However,
reports gathered showed a comparative increase from 28% in January 2018 to 33% in January 2019.

ANALYSIS OF TOP THREE PUBLIC SAFETY EVENTS REPORTED
Top Three Most Reported Cases

Crime Events
The English Oxford Living Dictionary define crime as “an action or omission which constitutes an offence
and is punishable by law or illegal activities”. Under this section, crime captured included impersonation,
fraud, burglary, illegal acts, etc.
Total Crime events captured for Q12019 increased by over a 100% i.e. from 16 to 53 cases. The Greater
Accra region reported the highest of crime cases at 36% while Bono and Eastern Regions reported the least
of crime cases at 6% each.
Transportation Related Events
Transportation is a means of conveyance or travel from one place to another. This category captured public
safety issues related to all forms of transportation including road, rails, marine and aviation. It takes into
consideration reported motor vehicle crashes, pedestrian knockdowns, marine and aviation incidents.
In Q12019, a total of 32 cases were captured under transportation, as compared to 29 cases over the same
period in 2018. This represents a 10% increase with a resulting 315 casualties across the country, representing another 44% increase in total casualties being deaths and injuries (Q12018 casualties stood at 219).
Out of the total casualties, both deaths and injuries reported increased by 44% each. Transportation related
events thus, remain the lead contributor of fatalities and injuries among all public safety events in Ghana
today.
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Greater Accra posted the highest frequency of transportation related incidents across the country with 22%
of all transportation related events. The Eastern and Central Regions reported 19% apiece of occurrences.
Northern and Volta Region posted the least cases at 3% apiece.
Violent Events
The Bureau defines Violent Crime as crime which involves the use of force on a victim. Cases captured
range from murder/manslaughter, sexual and domestic violence, robbery, mob action etc.
Violent Crime events captured for the period increased from 81 to 87 in Q12019, representing a 7% increase over the same period in 2018. Despite the increase in frequency, total casualties reduced by 49%.
Greater Accra posted the highest reports of Violent Crimes at 24% while Upper West Region recorded the
least at 3%.
CONCLUSION
Transportation related events (mainly road transportation) continue to be the lead threat to public safety
and security in Ghana today. The Bureau of Public Safety maintains that Government will need to make
a deliberate, consistent and robust intervention, rather than ad hoc intervention aimed at targeting the
symptoms rather than the root causes, to stem the tide of road crashes and its accompanying fatalities and
injuries.
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The National Road Safety Commission (NRSC) continue to be the single largest benefactor of Government
financial support and foreign aid for interventions in the realm of road safety in Ghana, yet there is very
little to show for achievements as evidenced by year on year statistics on driver performance and road
crashes across the country.
The BPS also observed an increase in traffic indiscipline on highways and during rush hours on major routes
leading to city centers and within the cities in the course of the day. This observation encapsulates speeding, careless and inconsiderate driving, carrying of children under five years in the front seat, abuse of
sirens and emergency/flash/flickering lights by various vehicles including Police, commercial and private
vehicles.
The practice of flashing simultaneously and using the turn signals as emergency lights and other illegally
mounted emergency lights to gain privileged access on the road has become so permissive and pervasive
that it is not uncommon to see even private and commercial vehicles flashing the dedicated red and blue
lights, globally reserved for the Police, to illegally or unduly appropriate passage rights on the road. Furthermore, there does not seem to be any Institutional guidelines or strict deployment and enforcement of
same for the use of the emergency lights by the police, as they usually keep it in flashing mode even when
in regular traffic.
The Motor Traffic and Transport Department (MTTD) of the Ghana Police Service mandated to enforce law
and order on the road (Road Traffic Act, 2008, Act 761) appears severely challenged to enforce very obvious
and basic road violations, thus have resigned to largely look the other way when a road violation is being
committed or collect tokens from offending motorists.
The BPS opines that the swift implementation of the Spot Fine system (conversation on which is nearing a
decade now) should instill significant amount of discipline on the road which will ultimately impact positively on crash and casualty statistics. Also, in the immediate term the BPS advises a conscious and delib-
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erate deployment of law enforcement personnel to notorious sections and intersections of Ghana’s highways and city centres by Community, District and Regional Commanders at traffic congestion periods. This
should help improve driver performance, order and discipline.
On the issues of Crime and Violent Crime, the Bureau, observed a significant match in the rate of arrests
effected by the law enforcement agency (i.e. the Police) despite the increase in Crime and Violent Crime.
We are of the firm belief that efficient continuity and thoroughness in crime investigations and successful
prosecutions can lead to a significant reduction in both crime and violent crime in the long term.
The BPS maintains that the Police Service must establish an institutional Cold Case program or team that
deliberately revisits especially murder cases periodically by reengaging witnesses, suspects and all other
persons or places of interest.
The BPS also observed a decline in the level of police visibility across the country: police visibility units at
areas surveyed were either not regular or have been absent for the period of the survey.
The BPS holds a firm belief that the data and observations presented in this Quarterly Outlook provides a
valuable clue for State Agencies, Civil Society Organizations, and other development partners to develop
or draw up programs to address these public safety challenges confronting our communities. Furthermore,
this brief should it serves as a basis for the general public and all relevant stakeholders to hold duty bearers
accountable. The BPS trusts that a deep sense of responsibility and accountability by leadership at all levels
to citizens first rather than to appointing authorities should usher our society into a more civilized era.
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